
THE STRAIT OF MESSINA CROSSING

We were in N Section Royal Canadian Corps of Signals 1st Division N
serving the Divisional Engieer Regt. with radio links between Compaies and

~~Regt. H.q. at 1 Div H.q. Plus operating a radio in the C.O.s jeep. ""Driver
~JaCk Pecor, Signalman Dusty Miller, and Myself Wilfred John Whitlock. Our

vehicle was a 4X4 800 CWT Van with a 22 set of about 5 miles range if you
could keep the batteries charged. We were 22 all ranks.

On 2 Sept. 1943 with the usual early reveille and hurry up and wait, we
drove in convoy, from our rest area near Lentini the 20 miles or so to the
east end of an Airport near the coast. I remember no briefing, we arrived
before noon. All D-Day vehicles were parked in units to be sorted into
assault craft loads. It was a ~oisy and smel~y-place. B25 and B26 twin
engined bombers were taking off in groups of 12 plus, about 30 seconds be
tween planes 5 to 10 minutes between groups, passing over us 200 feet up
with as big a bomb load as a B17, with engines at takeoff power, if any
had lost an engine they would have been into us. From the top of our truck
I could see them waiting on the taxi strip before pulling onto the runway,
where they were lost to sight till half way down the runway which was long
for those days and they were using all of it.

Oh, yes the smell! Large white oxen were used in Sicily as draft animals,
two of these had been killed in our immediate area in the fighting in early
August, holes had been dug to bury them but in their state of decay they
needed a Bulldozer to get them below grade, so the Cat was off-loaded and
quickly cleaned up the mess. Odysseus on his way home from the Trojan War
passed this way, some of his crew killed and ate some of these same cattle
who were sacred to the Sun God Helios, they did not get home to Greece,all
came to a sticky end.

After Lunch we were sent off to the beach a few miles to the southeast
probably Augusta, though at the time I thought it was Syracuse, Archimedes
and all that, my nickname was Homer, I had Penguin editions of the I11iad
and Odyssey in my pack. Only drivers were in the vehicles for loading which
took a long time, trucks hoisted to the top deck one at a time by elavator.
Of the last 6 vehicles 2 were 3 tonners at the back of the hold with 4
Sherman Tanks in front ready to be first off. We marched on at last and
found our van on the open top deck starboard side and as far forward as it
could be got. Our Argo was a Landing Ship Tank, It did not seem as long
as the three we had in our convoy out from the Clyde. I remember 4 possibly
5 rows of Jeeps, 15CWT trucks and vans such as our own, not much room be
tween rows or vehicles.

We backed off the beach and tied up to 2 other LST's already moored to the
outside of the seawall, before dark 4 rows of 5, presented a wonderful tar
get for the Luftwaffe! We were ordered to stay on our own ships so I never
got to look over the seawall.

There were pipe framed canvas bunks 5 high down a very steep narrow stair
way and dim lights, so except for for using the toilets and meals we stayed
on deck. After dark we rolled our bedding out by our truck, just enough room
most slept below. I woke after we were under way, we could see flashes to
the north and hear the guns faintly, it must have been 3.30 A.M. I dozed
off and awoke to the shout of "EVERYBODY UP'.' Daylight and a smoke screen.
Breakfast of sorts and we all stood by our trucks, constant noise of air
craft, Suddenly we are out of the smoke screen, full sunlight, we are facing
S.E. into the sun and can see the coast of Italy about 2 miles away. The
Captain had cut the throttle and kicked the prop out of gear as soon as we
left the smoke, the ship stopped 2 hundred yards in the clear and rolled
slowly in a slight swell, the under water exhaust burbling with every roll.
No other ship in sight, We gazed at the shore, trees no buildings, rock out-
crops, then 2 splashes near shore! "Hey did you see that? They are shooting
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at someone!" The Captain is looking at the coast through binoculars, He!s
lost! After a minute or two, three more splashes, halfway from shore, in line
two far ones close together, thentwo hundred yards and the third. They dont
explode when they hit with a tall splash or after, maybe armor piercing.
We put on our life jackets and get our helmets out of the truck, move to the
front of the truck, we had two 12 imperial gallon gas tanks full, three 2
gallon gas cans under the rear bumper, and two 20 liter Jerricans inside
the back of the van. All the other vehicles likely had similar loads. If we
were hit there would be fire. Three more splashes, nearest about 500 yards,
spacing more easily judged, 200 yards to the second, then 50 yards to the
third. Jason on the bridge no wiser, still looking through his binoculars.
We are straddled! The long shell crossing above us with a depressingly
audible rush, even the splashes are audible. Just then our prayers were
answered, No, our fearless Captain didn't get it in gear and open the throttle
There were three loud WHOOPS of a Warships siren and out of the smoke at
full bore came a destroyer! Through the loud hailer came a very British
voice-" What the bloody hell are you doing out here? Get back in the smoke~
The Destroyer passed between us and the shore, did a 180 to starboard with
no decrease in speed, passed down our other side and was back in the smoke
in seconds, looking for more lost sheep. Our Captain was no wiser, but got
us slowly under way, then a 180 and we were back under cover. But the Italians
had made their point, no more salvoes. Within the hour we found Italy again
Not the right beach and as the throttle was only closed as we hit, we went
over a metal trackway that had been laid by the beach Engineers for wheeled
vehicles. Our front end was so up in the air even the tanks could not get
off, the ramp fully down was many feet from the gravel. In front was the
railway grade, about 16 feet high, if we had gone another 30 feet the ramp
would have reached. Lots of trees and brush, green in full leaf, no shells
had landed here. To the north about a 100 yards away, another LST properly
beached; nothing but bush to the south, east bush and steadily rising ground
no buildings, rock outcrops, top of the visible ridge 3000 feet and a mile
or more away.

~~~ ~h~tLv- there was a loud sharp crack to our right front by the rail line
and weVpelted with concrete chips, the Engineers were blowing a beach exit
under the railway. We quickly moved to between vehicles, the blasts went on
for more than an hour every 4 or 5 minutes, the amount of dust increasing
and the size of the chips decreasing as time passed. Nothing to do but con
template the genuine terra firma of Italy. Anon I spot 2 very low flying
fighters over ridge to the southeast, the wingman tightly tuckedin, I shouted
Enemy Aircraft and dropped to the deck, the bombs coming loose at the same
time. They looked like Machi CR42 fighters at the time, with the bundle of
rods and axe of old Rome on the side, like a one armed saguaro cactus. They
were painted a solid dark hard green top and sides, almost white on the
bottom. Since I've learned they were probably Fiat G55 Centurions with
German DB601 engines. One bomb fell on the beach to our right the other in
shallow water to our left. A Bofors coughed off 4 shells in protest, much
too l~te, the dust on our right hung in the air much longer than the spray
on our left. The bombs looked small, maybe 100 KGS. I had been bombed by a
pair of FolkeWolfe 190's in Sicily with 250 KGB, but then I had mother
earth to hang onto. Much later the Engineers have finished with their fi~e
crackers, there is a Black Beret on the bridge talking to the Captain a
pause in the aircraft noise and I hear" Oh they will get us off alright,
We have . another landing up the coast next week".
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This was my only D-DAY experience, and quite different from others on

3 September.
From the D-DAY DODGERS by Dancocks " the beaches were deserted, no mines

no barbed wire, no defenders,no Canadian was shot at, not a casualty.The
West Nova Scotia Regt. took 2 Forts with coast defence guns, 4 - 280 MM
C" 11 inch) Howitzers, without a fight." Shell weight 772 lbs.

From BRAVELY INTO BATTLE by Strome ~lloway, on page 147 he ends a paragraph on the landing "except for a stry shot or two and some bombs dropped
on the beach by a cou~le of German planes it was a regatta."

From THE ITALIAN CAMPAIGN, page 129, an unopposed crossing, supported by
a cascade of fire from our own artillery, from naval guns, and from the air
pure 'Opera Bouffe', in which it is said that the only casualty was a Puma
that escaped from the zoo at Reggio.' This book by John Strawson.

From TUG OF WAR by Dominick Graham and Shelford Bidwell. At 4.30 a.m. on
September 3, 1943 the citizens of Reggio Calabria, at the tip of Italy's
toe, were awakened by a thunderous bombardment. etc. a few long- range guns
opened fire from far inland, to be rapidly silenced by Allied air attack.

From MASTER OF THE BATTLEFIELD by Nigel Hamilton, Montgomery's official
biographer, The Germans evacuated Reggio before we got into the town, so we
had no opposition there from soldiers, but there is a zoo in the town and
our shelling broke open some cages; a puma and a monkey escaped and attacked
some men of the HQ 3rd Canadian Bge, and heavy fire was opened by the
Canadians; the puma got away; it is believed the monkey was wounded but it
escaped in the confusion!!! From a letter to Field Marshal Brooke by
Montgomery himself.



Bridging the Ijsell 11 April 1945
On rejoining 1 CDN ARMY from ITaly, we were issued new Canadian built #9

radio sets. The Engineers among other items got two Ford Canada built 4by4
Armored Cars, one with a canvas top , the other full armor with a small MG
turret on top. It was in this vehicle that we were driven At 4.15 PM through
the Gun line to the Ijsell, the guns in full chorus. We stopped suddenly and

the rear door opened, an off~per I knew announced" This is as far as youcan go for now, there are trgches just to the right, bring your gear, we are
being shelled". We were into the trenches in record time, the driver coming
as well. The officer lay on the ground next to our trench with the three of
us in it, A quite thick smoke screen, we had come down a track not a road,
grass in the middle , lots of trees none large, all bright April green,
Leaves twigs and bits of same coming down like confetti. Our guns cease fire
and I can hear the whirp of German bullets and the the crash of mortor shells
that had been covered by the noise of our barrage.
A roar of very many large engines starting up to our left. These are arm

ored amphibious personnel carriers, called Buffaloes, loaded with Seaforths
and P.P.C.L.I. Of 2nd Brigade. Another new thing for us, not a man lost or
~ound~donthe_crossing ,and securing of the Bridgehead.
The Officer says that when-things quiet down the Qriver is to--turn the

armored car around and drive out.We will go down to the beach which is 200
yards to our front. The shelling intensifies for a good 10 minutes then
thins quickly and stops. Our guns have been firing counter battery and have
some effect. The officer stands and says O.K. lets go. the trees thin out
and beyond a 100 yards of green meadow we can see the dark line of the
river through the smoke. We stop 25 yards from the water,another lovely
trench prepared by the Germans, all the spoil removed so its not visible
until you are quite close. They had expected to be defending this NE side
and not the SW. Our escort states that he will always be in sight and goes

for a quick look at the beach. My partner and I get~into our hole, we hadt~rned our radio on at 4.30 P.M. we now call in and~recognise Joe Maddens
voice at control. I cannot remember his name, he was transfered from the
Artillery section of the Division, My partner, I mean. Thats muddled.
The' 1st of the big transporters carrying the pontoons arrive along with the

Sappers. They are able to swing wide and back down to the water without bog
-ing or cutting up the turf. As soon as the pontoon is in the water the
Sappers are able to take cover. With the arrival of the second pontoon the
assembly of a raft commences. The German mortars that first fired on us have
set up farther back and shell us again. We get~bits of turf and dirt blown
into our trench, as we had in the earlier one up the hill. After a few min
-utes the Germans increase the range the shells land beyond us and the stonk
works to the right and then to our east until its 200 yards away and we
take quick looks at the grass being torn up. Our guns reply with a frenzy
an~ some.effect, ~he mortars cease- fire as suddenly as they started._The
unloading and building has continued under fire, no material damage, no one
hit. We dig our hole deeper. Suddenly air bursts from German guns, the ex
-plosions are continuous, even overlap. This is the most dangerous enemy
fire, the slit trench does not protect from this type of barrage. It goes
on and on, I get my nose out of the dirt and look up. The range is about
50 yards too long. ~one explode over the waters edge or our trench. But still
I sweat. Finally it stops the way rapid fire of a set number of rounds does.
raggedly. There are shouts, trenches are checked to see if anyone is hurt.
Amazing allare O.K.



Bridging etc.

More than two hours have gone some where, the cook truck arrives and sets
up at the far side of the meadow, a line up forms, supper is served. My
partner volenteers to go first. After he makes it over and back, I stand
up and have a good look around , Many more shell holes than I expected only
a few between our trench and the water . I walk slow enough to hear the
firing of any mortar or gun, but fast enough to reduce exposure ..
It is dark, we have passed two messages and recieved two. The ferry has

been operating for some hours the bridge is completed. A single German
gun has been firing from away back it can just be heard faintly when it
fires. The shells pass over with a rustling swoosh and land about a half
mile past in the woods. The explosion muffled like a very large ashcan
being dropped. The Sappers are called out of their holes to be told they
can leave. One of these shells falls short and 15 men are wounded. They
pile into the waiting trucks and are driven off. Joe Madden comes on the
air at 11.30 P.M. Orders us to shut down and come in. WE get the offer
of a ride but the solitary gun is still firing every 3 minutes so we walk
the 400 yards east up,~he beach. Ir~e emptied my water bottle and am still
thirsty and very tired but too wound up to be sleepy.

Engineer H.g. is in a Summerhouse About 24 feet square, built on a 30 in.
concrete foundation. It is all one room with a stove in the center. The
upper half of the wall is all screened , Shutters that lift outand that
can be propped high to give shade cover the screens on the outside. The
men off duty are inthe shallow basement which has a concrete floor, It is
reached through a trap door, in the floor. We join them. We hear about Joe
Maddens afternoon. He is operating the command set in the armored car, thru
allthe motoring and air bursts he has the earphones firmly clamped on his
head, armored doors all closed, only a small light on the radio set. After
the shelling and air bursts had ceased, Our seargent and another of our "N"
section signallers get out of the Trenches they were in . open the rear door
to see if Joe is all right. Joe swivels his chair around to face them, leans
back and raises His hands above his head. He feels the canvas roof, not
steel as he had thought. The shock is great. He leaps out of the chair, out
the door Knocking the two men aside, Nearly strangling himself with the
headset. The Col. of engineers is standing in the doorway and Joe dives
between his legs. This scares everyone because they think Joe has heard
Something they have missed!

From the Long Left Flank by Jeffery Williams. pages 282 " At 4.30 pm on
11 April, PPCLI And Seafoth Highlanders of Can crossed the 100 metre wide
Ijssel river in Buffaloes of the 4th Royal Tanks. They met little opposition
and within 90 minutes both battalions had landed on the west bank. Behind
them the Royal Canadian Engineers suffered more casualties as they built
bridges and rafts under en~my shell fire. Next day the remainder of the
Division crossed the river~ I was in the back of our wireless truck with

/


